Origins of Incomplete Fusion Products and the Suppression of Complete Fusion in Reactions of ^{7}Li.
Above-barrier complete fusion involving nuclides with low binding energy is typically suppressed by 30%. The mechanism that causes this suppression, and produces the associated incomplete fusion products, is controversial. We have developed a new experimental approach to investigate the mechanisms that produce incomplete fusion products, combining singles and coincidence measurements of light fragments and heavy residues in ^{7}Li+^{209}Bi reactions. For polonium isotopes, the dominant incomplete fusion product, only a small fraction can be explained by projectile breakup followed by capture: the dominant mechanism is triton cluster transfer. Suppression of complete fusion is therefore primarily a consequence of clustering in weakly bound nuclei rather than their breakup prior to reaching the fusion barrier. This implies that suppression of complete fusion will occur in reactions of nuclides where strong clustering is present.